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Presentation Notes
Curt Brown and Bill Mook were both involved with the Climate Council’s work sitting on the Coastal Marine Working Group



WHAT IS THE SEAMaine INITIATIVE?
A committed cross-sector group 
of 39 industry leaders and 
partners working to develop a 
roadmap for:
• Sustainable economic growth 
• workforce development
• greater resiliency in Maine’s 

seafood economy through 
diversification and collaboration 
within and across sectors Mook Sea Farm’s Belly Dancer
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SEAMaine is a 3-year, $2.1 million project funded 
by the U.S. Economic Development 
Administration, Maine Technology Institute, and 
FocusMaine initiated in June of 2020.

It is modeled after what the forestry industry is 
doing with FOR/Maine.

The results of our final report and the network 
we have established is intended to endure far 
into the future. 

WHAT IS THE INITIATIVE? cont.



STRATEGIC ROADMAP FOR MAINE’S SEAFOOD 
INDUSTRY

1) to increase the economic impact of the sectors that derive value from 
Maine’s living marine resources and
2) increase the number of people employed in good paying, sustainable 
jobs that derive value from Maine’s living marine resources.



OVER ARCHING GOALS
• Provide support to sustain and grow Maine’s 

marine 
resource businesses.

• Increase harvest and value of marine living 
resources from Maine’s coastal waters in a way 
that

• Increases competitiveness of Maine 
businesses

• Maximizes resiliency through diversification.
• Minimizes the carbon footprint of the marine

resource sector
• Support Maine’s coastal communities 

through preservation and improvement of 
working waterfronts.



IMPORTANCE OF 
MAINE’S MARINE 
ECONOMY
$673,910,558 - the value of commercially harvested 
marine resources
$484,405,036 – the value from the lobster fishery 
(72% of total value) 
$1.5 Billion – estimate lobster industry value of 
supply chain

People don’t visit Maine to eat chicken…
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Presentation Notes
That 1.5 billion just within the lobster supply chain and does not include tourism (people don't come to Maine to eat chicken), boat building (another historical constant of Maine's Marine Economy), trap building, cage building, raft building, fuel docks, insurance, financing. Vessel value doesn’t equal the full value of the sector.



CHALLENGES AND GROWTH POTENTIAL

• Our state’s marine sector has a track 
record of growth in response to 
challenging times.

• We have the opportunity now to lean in 
and create jobs, develop new products, 
and expand markets.

• Maine and the country are confronting a pandemic, climate 
change, and global trade pressures. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Supply glut of 2012 leading to additional processing and new international markets (2018 sales to China were 20 times that of 2010). Over last 10 years, DMR’s reported Maine’s commercial landings have gone down while value has doubled (to the producer). 



THE “SEAFOOD PLATTER” FOR AMERICA
Maine’s seafood economy is poised to:
• attract and retain more workers
• pump money and investments into local 

economies
• preserve the working characteristics of our 

coastal communities that attract millions of 
tourists (and their dollars) each year. 

• Expand market penetration both 
domestically and internationally with 
healthy, delicious, sustainable and traceable 
seafood.

Change is constant but our working 
waterfronts remain the fabric of Maine’s 
coastal communities.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
50 years ago Portland’s waterfront was dominated by draggers and gillnetters. Redfish, cod, haddock, hake, shrimp and gray sole were the money-makers and a sharp fillet knife and quick wrist were the key to a job. Today if you walk the Portland waterfront, or the waterfront of just about any harbor along the 5,000 miles of Maine’s coast, you will notice that lobster is king but you'll also notice a growing diversity of marine related businesses. Oysters, mussels, kelp, scallops and tuna and we still have groundfish boats and businesses as well. Marine related jobs will always include hard work on the water but opportunities also include, sales and purchasing, logistics, accounting, web design, coding, food safety, product development, operations, trucking and scientists, yes scientists. Bill's operation is just as much a lab as it is a business. Aquaculture in general here in Maine is such a great example of how our state's flagship University has helped grow a whole sector of Maine's marine economy. Bill is a UMaine School of Marine Sciences Alum, so am I. If you haven't been to UMaine's Darling Marine Center, you are missing out on the future of Maine's Marine Economy. The same can be said for all of Maine's colleges and Universities. At Ready Seafood, we currently have collaborations and outreach programs with UMaine, St. Joseph's College, SMCC, UNE and yes, as much as it pains me to admit, UNH. 150 years ago there was a small whaling fleet out of Portland and whaling was the most valuable fishery in the world. Today, whale regulations are a major threat to our states most valuable fishery. Change is constant, despite this change, the impact of the marine business is ever present in coastal communities and economies. Just two days ago I read an article in the Press Herald about the Portland Fish Exchange (remember we talked about the Fish Exchange in our last presentation?) partnering with an oyster company to use the currently underutilized facility to clean, grade and distribute product. If that isn't a clear example of exciting change, I don't know what is. I think Maine's Yankee thrift and frugality, while an asset, can sometimes hold us back from realizing that we can do more. If people are willing to spend thousands of dollars to travel to Maine each summer to enjoy Bill's oysters, you'd better believe they're willing to spend extra on GoldBelly.com to enjoy that same experience at home...especially right now...and they are. People are willing to pay more for delicious, quality, sustainable, traceable Maine products. Just ask the team at Hancock Gourmet Lobster (also available on Goldbelly.com), they can't keep up with the demand for their products and their products aren't cheap. We have a strong ten years behind us and in the next ten years with the right support, we can blow the roof off of this.



Working Subcommittees:

DATA & BENCHMARKING

• Provide a full picture of Maine’s living 

marine resource economy today

• ID opportunities and threats

• Set measurable benchmarks for industry 

growth.



EMERGING TECHONOLGY AND 
NEW OPPORTUNITIES

Research and Develop opportunities 
identified by data & benchmarking 
work that:
• Increase living-wage jobs
• Reduce carbon footprint
• Increase efficiencies of sector and beyond
• Attract investment
• Foster innovation & entrepreneurship



WORKFORCE & TALENT DEVELOPMENT
• Understand the current workforce 

landscape
• Map educational opportunities
• Identify current and future 

workforce needs & threats

MARKET 
DEVELOPMENT
• Identify species and/or products 

with market growth potential
• Develop marketing strategy for 

those products including larger 
investment opportunities



IN CLOSING

SEAMaine is presenting today with a willingness and desire to partner with 
Maine’s Marine Resources Committee to sustainably strengthen the state’s 
economy while increasing the marine sector’s resiliency.



THANK YOU

Sen. Miramant, Rep. McCreight and members 
of Maine’s Marine Resources Committee

QUESTIONS?
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